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PROBAB I L ITY IN EP I STEMOLOGY
........................................................................................................

matthew kotzen

29.1 Introduction
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Increasingly in recent years, formal approaches to epistemology have become prevalent,
especially ones that involve some sort of appeal to probabilities. Typically, advocates of these
approaches do not claim that formal approaches could or should entirely replace traditional
epistemological approaches; rather, they usually claim only that formal tools can be used to
supplement traditional techniques in order to precisify various epistemological problems,
theses, and arguments. In this article, I survey some of the areas of epistemology in which
appeals to probability have been most influential.

29.2 Full and Partial Beliefs
.............................................................................................................................................................................

The “traditional” concept of a belief is a binary concept; for all A, one either believes A or
fails to believe A. Much of traditional epistemology, then, focuses on the question of what
it takes for a belief that A to be justified, or to be an item of knowledge, etc. Another way of
conceiving of belief is as a graded notion; on this conception, one’s doxastic attitude toward
A can be represented by a real number in the [,] interval—referred to as one’s “credence”
in A—where higher credences correspond to “more” belief in A.There are different stories
that we might tell about how these conceptions of belief are related; I will discuss four such
views.

On one view, there are psychological states that correspond to binary beliefs, and there
are different psychological states that correspond to credences; thus, the two conceptions
are not competitors for the correct account of the metaphysics of doxastic attitudes, but
are rather accounts of two different sorts of doxastic attitudes. But there is clearly some
metaphysical connection between these attitudes; it would be hard to make sense of an
agent who claimed to have credence  in a proposition A and yet claimed to believe that
A. Moreover, some philosophers have worried that this view simply isn’t psychologically
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realistic, since “[t]here is no evidence to believe that themind contains two representational
systems, one to represent things as being probable or improbable and the other to represent
things as being true or false.”

On a second view of the relation between binary beliefs and credences, credences are to
be analyzed as full beliefs in explicit claims about objective probabilities; thus, for example,
a credence of . in the proposition that it is going to rain tomorrow is to be analyzed as a full
belief in the proposition that the objective probability of rain tomorrow is . But it’s not
clear that there is a coherent notion of objective probability that can support this analysis
in all cases; for example, I might have a credence of . that Tom was at the party yesterday,
but it’s at least somewhat natural to think that the objective probability that Tom was at
the party yesterday is either  or , depending on whether he was there or not. Similarly,
I might have a credence of . in the proposition that a particle will decay in the next hour
because I’m  sure that the particle has an objective probability of  of decaying, and
 sure that the particle has an objective probability of  of decaying; in such a case,
though my credence that the particle will decay is ., I definitely do not believe that the
objective probability that the particle will decay is . Again, it’s not clear that the view
under consideration can be extended to this sort of case. Someonemight respond to both of
these cases by pointing out that there is a coherent evidential notion of objective probability
on which the objective probability of Tom’s being at the party yesterday is ., and on which
the objective probability of the particle decaying is .. But this doesn’t seem to lead to a
plausible theory of the relation between binary beliefs and credences either; my credence
that Tom was at the party yesterday still might be ., even though I don’t have any beliefs at
all about evidential probabilities.

On a third view, binary belief is to be analyzed in terms of credence; on the most natural
way of developing this view, to have a binary belief that A is to have a credence in A that
is above a certain threshold, where that threshold is determined at least in part by either
the context of the believer or the context of the belief-ascriber. Kaplan  refers to this
view as the “threshold view.” Two significant problems arise for this view, both of which
are discussed in Stalnaker . First, it is hard to see which features of either the believer’s
or the belief-ascriber’s context could make it the case that the threshold value for belief is,
say, . rather than .. Some philosophers (such as Foley  chapter  and Hunter
) have argued that the threshold must therefore be vague, but it is not completely clear
whether this helps. Second, if an agent regardsA andB to be independent, then it is possible
for her to have a rational credence in A above a given threshold, and also to have a rational
credence in B above that threshold, and yet to have a rational credence in A ∧ B that is
below the threshold. If binary belief is just credence above the relevant threshold, then this
situation corresponds to one in which the agent believes A, and also believes B, but fails
to believe A∧ B. This is somewhat odd, since we usually think of an agent who believes A
and B separately but who fails to believe A∧B as exhibiting some rational failing.This issue
has received much attention in discussions of the closely-related Preface Paradox—see, e.g.,
Christensen —and the Lottery Paradox—see, e.g., Kyburg .

 Weatherson , p. .
 See, e.g., Frankish , p. .
 This notion of “evidential probability” is discussed in Section .
 See, e.g., Weatherson , pp. –.
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On a fourth view, credences are understood to replace binary beliefs. On this view, there
just are no psychological states corresponding to binary beliefs; rather, all that we have
are credences in various propositions—some higher and some lower—but none of those
credences stand out for special classification as our “beliefs.” Of course, it’s often convenient
to talk in terms of full belief, aswhenwe say “I believe it’s going to rain tomorrow,” but strictly
speaking, there are no psychological states that correspond to the binary notion.This view
naturally raises the question of how to reconceive traditional epistemological concepts such
as knowledge in the context of credences. Moss [forthcoming] develops an answer to this
question.

29.3 SynchronicConstraints
.............................................................................................................................................................................

So far, the only constraint on credence functions that we have seen is the constraint that they
are real numbers in the [,] interval.There is a variety of different further constraints that
have been argued for. Some of these constraints are synchronic; they are constraints that are
alleged to apply to agents at a particular time. Other constraints are diachronic; they apply to
agents’ revisions of their credences from one time to another.This section holds a discussion
several proposed synchronic constraints on credences, and Section  discussion of several
proposed diachronic constraints.

Even within the synchronic constraints on credences, we can distinguish constraints on
our unconditional credences from constraints on our conditional credences. Unconditional
credences are credences that we assign to individual propositions. Conditional credences,
by contrast, are often expressed as credences in A, given B. Traditionally, a conditional
credence p(A|B) was understood to be defined as p(A∧B)

p(B) . More recently, Alan Hájek has
argued that we should instead understand conditional credences as primitive; among other
things, this understanding has the advantage of allowing conditional credences to be defined
when p(B) =  (which the traditional definition clearly does not). But the issue of how
conditional credences are best to be understood is in principle separable from the question
of how they are rationally constrained (even if these questions turn out to be related in
various ways). Sections . and . develop some constraints on unconditional credences,
and Sections . and . develop some constraints on conditional credences.

29.3.1 Probabilism

One of the most widely discussed synchronic constraints on unconditional credence is
the constraint that credences obey the standard Kolmogorov probability axioms. This
constraint can be developed as follows: we start with a set of mutually exclusive and jointly
exhaustive possibilities, which is designated!.Then, we define a field F of subsets of!; call

 Jeffrey  (pp. –) expresses sympathy for this view: “I am inclined to think Ramsey sucked
the marrow out of the ordinary notion [of belief], and used it to nourish a more adequate view.”

 Hájek .
 Kolmogorov .

Matthew Kotzen
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the members of F “propositions.” Finally, we define a probability function p from F to the
[,] interval of the real numbers that obeys the following three axioms for all propositions
A and B in F:

. p(A) ≥ .
. p(!) = .
. If A∩B= ∅, then p(A∪B) = p(A)+ p(B).

The distinctive claim of Probabilism is that it is a rational constraint on credences that they
be probability functions, in the sense defined above. So, according to Probabilism, a rational
agent must () assign a non-negative credence to every proposition, () assign a credence
of  to the set of all possibilities, and () where A and B are mutually exclusive, assign a
credence to A∨ B that is the sum of the credences she assigns to A and to B separately. A
credence function obeying these constraints is called “coherent,” and one not obeying these
constraints is called “incoherent.”

A variety of different arguments have been offered for Probabilism. First, Synchronic
Dutch Book Arguments proceed from the premise that agents with incoherent credences
are committed in some way (in virtue of the Dutch Book Theorem) to a series of bets that
jointly guarantee them a loss; but since (the Argument continues) being so committed is
irrational, it must be a rational constraint on credences that they be probabilities. Early
Synchronic Dutch Book Arguments assumed that the nature of this “commitment” was one
of identity; according to these arguments, to have a credence inA of . just is to be disposed
to accept a bet at  :  odds that wins if and only if A is true. On this understanding, the
Dutch Book Theorem shows that agents with incoherent credences are disposed to accept
each in a series of bets such that the bets jointly guarantee that the agent will lose money.
This version of the Synchronic Dutch Book Argument faced the objection that a rational
agent might well have a credence in A of ., say, and yet not be disposed to bet on A at  : 
odds owing to a distaste for gambling, or owing to risk-aversion, etc. Thus, more recently,
there have been a variety of “depragmatized” Dutch Book Arguments which claim only that
an agent with a credence inA of . is committed to the fairness of a bet at  :  odds, regardless
of whether he is actually disposed to accept such a bet. According to these arguments, it
is a rational failing to be committed to the fairness of a series of bets that jointly guarantee
a loss; hence, since incoherent credences commit an agent in precisely this way, rational
agents are constrained to have coherent credences.

A second type of argument for Probabilism appeals to a “representation theorem.”
Such theorems establish that, if an agent’s preferences satisfy various plausible constraints
such as transitivity and connectedness, then that agent is representable as having a utility
function U(x) and a coherent credence function C(x) such that the agent prefers A to

 For a general discussion of this topic, see Lyle Zynda’s article “Subjectivism” in this volume (Zynda
).

 The original Synchronic Dutch Book Argument is usually attributed to Ramsey  and de Finetti
.

 See Armendt , Christensen , and Skyrms .
 See Easwaran  for an excellent overview of Dutch Book Arguments.
 See Savage , Jeffrey , Joyce , and Maher .

Matthew Kotzen
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B just in case her “expected utility” of A, calculated via U(x) and C(x), is higher than
her expected utility B. Arguments for Probabilism based on representation theorems have
faced a variety of objections. Many have focused on the worry that just because a rational
agent’s preferences are representable as being derived from a utility function U(x) and
a coherent credence function C(x), it doesn’t obviously follow that he actually has C(x)
as his credence function; in other words, even if the representation theorem argument
establishes that all rational agents are representable as having coherent credence functions,
that conclusion falls short of establishing the Probabilist claim that all rational agents
actually do have coherent credence functions. In particular, Zynda argues that alternative
representations of an agent who satisfies the intuitive constraints—ones which don’t appeal
to a coherent credence function—are possible, so the significance of the fact that such agents
can also be represented as having coherent credence functions isn’t clear. Other objections
have included criticism of the rational constraints on preferences (such as transitivity and
connectedness) that give rise to the representation theorem.

A third argument for Probabilism appeals to the notion of calibration. To have
credences that are perfectly calibrated is to have credences that perfectly match relative
frequencies; proportion x of the cases in which you assign a credence of x to a proposition
are cases in which that proposition is true, for all x. (So,  of the cases in which you assign
a credence of . to a proposition are cases in which the relevant proposition is true,  of
the cases in which you assign a credence of . to a proposition are cases in which the relevant
proposition is true, etc.) However, even if you are not perfectly calibrated, it still makes sense
to talk about beingmore or less calibrated; for instance, other things equal, ifA is true in 
of the cases in which I assign a credence of . toA, my credence function is better calibrated
than it would be if A were true in  of the cases in which I assign a credence of . to
A.The argument for Probabilism, then, shows that if your credence function is incoherent,
then there is some coherent credence function that is better calibrated than yours under
any logically consistent assignment of truth-values to propositions; from this fact, it
follows, allegedly that you’re rationally constrained to have a coherent credence function.
However, some philosophers have expressed doubt whether perfect calibration is really a
rational ideal. Moreover, one might think that what really matters is how well-calibrated
your credence function is in the actual world, not how well-calibrated it is in all possible
worlds, and coherence does not guarantee maximal calibration in the actual world.

Finally, a fourth argument for Probabilism, due to Joyce , alleges that for any
incoherent credence function, there corresponds a coherent credence function that is
strictly more accurate under every logically consistent assignment of truth-values to
propositions.This argument is similar in some ways to the calibration argument above, but
whereas the calibration argument appeals to relative frequencies, Joyce’s argument appeals
to the accuracy of credences. Non-extreme credences, of course, can’t be accurate in the same
way that binary beliefs can be (since a binary belief is accurate iff it is true, and there’s no

 See, e.g., Hájek .
 See, e.g., Schick .
 See van Fraassen  and Shimony  for examples of this argument strategy.
 See Joyce  for an explanation of this style of argument.
 See Seidenfeld , Joyce , and Hájek unpublished A.
 Hájek .
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obvious sense in which a non-extreme credence can be true); however, as in the calibration
argument, we can say thatwhenA is true, a credence inA ismore accurate the closer it is to .
Joyce’s argument then proceeds to show that incoherent credence functions are always “less
accurate than they could be,” since whenever an agent’s credence function is incoherent,
he has available to him some coherent credence function which is more accurate than his
credence function, no matter how the world turns out to be. Important objections to Joyce’s
argument are raised in Bronfman unpublished, Hájek , andMaher ; some of these
objections parallel the objection discussed above to the calibration argument by arguing that
what reallymatters is how accurate your credence function is in the actualworld, rather than
all possible worlds. Joyce responds to these and other objections in Joyce .

29.3.2 Regularity

Another proposed rational constraint on unconditional credence is the constraint that, if
an agent regards a proposition A to be possible, then she should assign positive credence
to A. The nature of the possibility at issue here is controversial; some authors have logical
possibility in mind, whereas others seem to appeal to metaphysical possibility.

But however we understand it, this constraint isn’t entailed by the probability axioms;
all that axiom  from Section . requires is that the agent assign non-negative credence
to each proposition. And it’s at least very plausible that an agent is permitted (perhaps
even required) to assign a credence of  to propositions that she regards to be impossible:
the proposition that she doesn’t exist, for instance, or the proposition that +=. The
constraint under consideration here entails that propositions that an agent regards to be
impossible are the only propositions towhich she is rationally permitted to assign a credence
of .That constraint is called Regularity.

On the one hand, Regularity can seem plausible. It’s natural to think that your credence
function should distinguish between those propositions that you regard as possible and
those that you regard as impossible; however, if there are propositions of each type to which
you assign credence , then it looks as if your credence function isn’t able to make this
distinction in all cases. Similarly, if I believe that B is true in only a proper subset of the
worlds in which A is true, then it is natural to think I ought to assign a higher credence to
A than to B; after all, I think that there are ways for A to be true while B is false, but no ways
for B to be true whileA is false. But this natural thought looks to entail Regularity. If, for any
A and B, my believing that there are possibilities compatible with A but not with B (and not
vice versa) rationally requires my assigning a higher credence toA than to B, then that must
be because I am required to assign positive credence to the (non-empty) set of possibilities
in which A is true but B is false, but I am required to do that only if I am required to assign
positive credence to every proposition that I regard as possible.

 The versions of Regularity discussed in Shimony  and Skyrms  appeal to the former
understanding of possibility, whereas Lewis  (at least arguably) appeals to the latter. For an overview
of the options, see Hájek  and Hájek unpublished B.

 Versions of the Regularity constraint have been proposed byKemeny , Shimony , Shimony
, Jeffreys , Edwards et al. , Carnap a, Stalnaker , Lewis , Skyrms , Appiah
, Jackson , and Jeffrey .
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Regularity runs into trouble, however, in certain cases with uncountably many possible
outcomes. Suppose that I am about to throw an infinitely sharp dart at a dartboard, and
suppose for simplicity that the dart is guaranteed to hit a sport somewhere on the dartboard.
Now, consider the uncountable set of all of the points on the dartboard; for each such point,
I regard the proposition that the dart lands on precisely that point to be possible. But there is
no way for a coherent credence function to assign a (real-valued) positive credence to each
of these propositions; indeed, as Hájek  shows, any probability function defined on
an uncountable algebra assigns probability  to uncountably many propositions. A similar
problem arises for unmeasurable sets of points. Consider some unmeasurable set of points
on the dartboard S, and consider the proposition B that the dart lands on one of the points
in S. As before, I regard B to be possible; after all, the dart could certainly hit any individual
point in S, in which case Bwould be true. But again, there is no way for a coherent credence
function that respects the symmetries of the situation to assign a (real-valued) positive
credence to B. In response to these complications, some have proposed a relaxation of
the requirement that credence functions be real-valued, suggesting instead that we should
allow hyperreal-valued credence functions. Williamson  and Hájek unpublished B
raise various objections to this proposal.

29.3.3 Reflection

Another alleged synchronic constraint on rationality is van Fraassen’s Reflection Princi-
ple.” Here is van Fraassen’s statement of the “General Reflection Principle”: “My current
opinion about event E must lie in the range spanned by the possible opinions I may come
to have about E at later time t, as far as my present opinion is concerned.” This constraint
is naturally understood as a constraint on an agent’s conditional credences: her current
credence in A, conditional on the proposition that her future credence in A will be in the
[m,n] range, should itself be somewhere in the [m,n] range.

This principle is motivated by the thought that you are rationally obligated to treat your
future self as a better authority with regard to the subject matter of your beliefs than you
are. So, conditional on the information that your future self is going to have a credence in
A that is in some range, it can seem odd to assign a credence to A that is outside that range
rather than to “respect” your future self ’s epistemic authority by assigning a conditional
probability that conforms to hers. As a result, the thought goes, even if you aren’t actually
certain of what your future credences will be, you are still constrained to have conditional
credences in each proposition that obey General Reflection.

Of course, General Reflection is much less plausible in cases where an agent rationally
believes that at some time between now and the time at which her future self has a credence
in A that is in the [m,n] range, she is going to lose some of her current evidence, or else

 See Hájek unpublished B for a discussion of complications arising from unmeasurable sets and sets
of measure .

 See, e.g., Lewis , who cites Bernstein and Wattenberg  for their technical construction
involving infinitesimals.

 See van Fraassen  and van Fraassen .
 van Fraassen , p. .
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become irrational or suffer some other sort of epistemic defect; for instance, I might have
a rational conditional credence in A, conditional on my getting kidnapped tonight and
brainwashed into having a credence in A of . by tomorrow, of .. But in cases where
an agent rationally believes that she won’t have lost any evidence that she currently has
or suffer any other sort of epistemic deficit by t, it is more plausible that she is rationally
constrained to obey General Reflection. This constraint clearly isn’t entailed by the agent
having a probabilistic credence function, so van Fraassen thinks that Reflection constitutes
a substantial additional synchronic constraint on rationality.

Various objections have been raised against Reflection. Elga  argues for the “Thirder”
answer to the Sleeping Beauty Problem (discussed in Section . below), and claims that that
answer is incompatible with Reflection. Arntzenius  discusses several cases where it
seems as though a rational agent violates Reflection even though no actual epistemic deficit
befalls the agent; in Artnzenius’s cases, it seems to be enough that the agent’s future self will
have some positive credence that the relevant deficit has been suffered (and that the agent’s
previous self knows this), even if no deficit is ever actually suffered by the agent.

29.3.4 The Principal Principle

In Lewis , David Lewis defended a synchronic rational constraint on conditional
credences that, he argues, is imposed by information about objective chances. The guiding
intuition behind this constraint is that a rational agent’s conditional credence at t that A is
true, conditional on the information that A’s objective chance at t is x, should itself be equal
to x; for instance, a rational agent’s conditional credence at : that the coin will land heads
at :, conditional on the information that the chance at : that the coin will land heads
at : is ., should itself be ..

However, Lewis claims, a rational agent’s conditional credence at t that A is true,
conditional on the information that A’s objective chance at t is x and that E is true, might
not be x; in cases where E contains “inadmissible” information, the agent’s conditional
credence might take a value other than x. For Lewis, admissible information is “the sort of
informationwhose impact on credence comes entirely byway of credence about the chances
of those outcomes”; a prime example of inadmissible information is information about the
future. For instance, suppose that E is the information that a known-to-be-reliable crystal
ball predicts, at :, that the coin will land heads at :. Then, the Principal Principle
doesn’t entail that a rational agent’s conditional credence at : that the coin will land heads
at :, conditional on the information that the objective chance at : that the coin will
land heads at : is . and that E is true, is .; in this case, the rational agent’s conditional
credence might be , for instance.

 See Christensen  and Talbott  for discussion of cases like these.
 Lewis  contains the canonical formulation of this type of constraint, though Lewis there

acknowledges his debt to Mellor , which (in Lewis’s words) “presents a view very close to” Lewis’s
own view.

 Lewis , p. .
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Following Lewis : Let p be any “reasonable initial credence function.” Let x be any
real number in the [,] interval. Let X be the proposition that the objective chance at t of
A’s holding is x. And let E be any proposition that is both compatible with X and admissible
at t. Then, the Principal Principle says that p will satisfy the constraint that p(A|X ∧ E) =
x. In other words: as long as an agent’s initial credence function is reasonable, her initial
conditional credence in A, conditional on the conjunction of a proposition specifying the
objective chance ofA at t with any (compatible) admissible proposition, is just the value that
was specified to be the objective chance of A at t.

Later, Lewis worried that the Principal Principle conflicted with his own Humean “best
system” theory of laws and chances, owing to the so-called “problem of undermining
futures.” The source of this problem is that, if a Humean theory of chance—according
to which present chances supervene on the whole of history, including the future as well
as the present and the past—is true, then at any time t, there are non-actual futures with
nonzero chances which are such that, were they to transpire, some of the chances at t would
have different values from the ones they actually have. For instance, suppose that a coin is
flipped a large but finite number of times in the entire history of the universe, and consider
some time t, by when only some small fraction of the flips have taken place. Suppose that the
coin actually lands heads (approximately) half the time in the entire history of the universe,
so that the best theory of chance entails that the chance of any particular coin flip landing
heads is .. Still, according to that theory, the “undermining future” F in which the coin land
heads on each flip after t has some positive chance; and if such a future were to obtain, then
the best theory of chance would entail that the chance at t of any particular coin flip after t
landing heads is greater than . (and hence different from its actual value of .).

So far, Lewis thinks that this consequence is merely “peculiar,” but the conflict with the
Principal Principle arises when we consider the chance at t of F itself.The actual chance at
t of any particular flip after t landing heads is, we’re supposing, .. Suppose that there are n
flips which occur after t.Then, the actual chance at t of F is .n. But if F were to occur, then
the chance at t of any particular flip after t landing heads would be greater than ., and hence
the chance of t of all n flips after t landing heads would be mn, for some m > .. Let X be
the proposition specifying the actual chance of F at t (i.e., .n), and let E be any admissible
proposition compatible withX. By the Principal Principle, a rational agent’s p(F|X∧E)=.n,
which is positive (since n is finite). But, since F entails a different chance at t of F than X
entails, F is inconsistent with X, and hence a rational agent’s p(F|X∧E) = . Contradiction.

One possible response would be to say that information about objective chances (such as
X in the previous paragraph) is itself information about the future, and hence inadmissible.

 Lewis requires that a reasonable initial credence function at least obey the axioms of the probability
calculus (see Section . of this chapter) and that it be regular (see Section . of this chapter). He also
says that a reasonable initial credence function is such that “if you always learned from experience by
conditionalizing on your total evidence, then no matter what course of experience you might undergo
your beliefs would be reasonable for one who had undergone that course of experience.” (Lewis , p.
.) See Section . of this chapter for a discussion of conditionalization.

 Lewis develops this worry in Lewis . Halpin , Hall , and Thau  all advocate
versions of the strategy of rejecting the Principal Principle in response to the problem. See Wolfgang
Schwarz’s article “Best Systems Approaches to Cnance ()” in this volume (Schwarz ), for further
discussion.

Matthew Kotzen
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But, as Lewis points out, this would render the Principal Principle useless; the whole point
of the Principal Principle is to articulate the rational constraint imposed by information
about current objective chances, and if Lewis’s Humean theory of chances is correct, then
current chances supervene in part on future events.

In Lewis , Lewis qualifies the Principal Principle and endorses a modified “New
Principle.” Recall that the original Principal Principle says that, where X is the proposition
that the objective chance at t of A’s holding is x, a rational agent’s p(A|X∧E) = x.The New
Principle modifies the content of X; on the modified understanding, X is the proposition
that the objective chance at t ofA’s holding, conditional on the actual true theory of chance, is
x. We therefore ignore undermining futures which would contradict the actual true theory
of chance. However, some authors have argued that Lewis didn’t actually need to abandon
the original Principal Principle in favor of the New Principle.

29.4 DiachronicConstraints
.............................................................................................................................................................................

29.4.1 Conditionalization

Perhaps the most widely discussed diachronic constraint on credences is the Rule of
Conditionalization. According to this rule, when you learn E and nothingmore, you should
update your credence in any proposition A from your old unconditional credence p(A) to
your old conditional credence p(A|E). It is somewhat tempting to read this constraint as
a trivial one, since it is tempting to understand p(A|E) as “the credence that it’s rational to
assign toA, given that you’ve learned thatE is true.” But this is amistake; p(A|E) is an entirely
synchronic feature of your old credence function, and doesn’t by itself entail anything about
how you should update your credence function when you acquire new evidence such as E.
On the “traditional” view of conditional credences discussed in Section , p(A|E) is just an
abbreviation for p(A∧E)

p(E) ; and it is clearly a substantive constraint on rationality that, when a
rational agent learns that E, her new credence inA should be the ratio of her old credence in
A∧E to her old credence in E. And even if Hájek is right that conditional credences should
be regarded as primitive rather than defined in the manner above, it is still a substantive
constraint on rationality that, when you learn E, your new credence in A should be equal to
your old primitive conditional credence p(A|E).

One prominent argument that is offered in support of the Rule of Conditionalization is
the Diachronic Dutch Book Argument, which—though similar in strategy—is importantly
different from the Synchronic Dutch Book Argument discussed in Section .. The first
Diachronic Dutch Book Argument appeared in Teller , though Teller attributed the
argument to David Lewis. Whereas the Synchronic Dutch Book Argument assumes that
an agent who has a p(A) = x is committed to regarding as fair a bet on A at x : − x odds,

 Lewis , pp. -.
 See Loewer  and Roberts  for clear expositions of the New Principle.
 See, e.g., Vranas  and Roberts .
 Lewis later developed a version of the Diachronic Dutch Book Argument in Lewis .
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the Diachronic Dutch Book Argument makes the additional assumption that an agent with
p(A|B) = x is committed to regarding as fair a conditional bet which is “called off ” if B is
false, and which becomes an ordinary bet on A at x :  − x odds if B is true. Then, the
argument proceeds by showing that an agent who violates the Rule of Conditionalization
is committed to regarding as fair a series of bets, some made before learning B and some
made after learning B, which jointly guarantee a net loss for the agent over time. In general,
philosophers have foundDiachronicDutch BookArguments to be less persuasive than their
Synchronic cousins.

Another important argument for the Rule of Conditionalization is developed in Greaves
and Wallace . The strategy of this argument is to define a notion of the “epistemic
utility” of a credence according to which, on the assumption that A is true, a credence of
x in A has higher utility than a credence of y in A just in case x > y. (On the assumption
that A is false, a credence of x in A has more epistemic utility than a credence of y in A
just in case y > x.) Then, Greaves and Wallace define an agent’s expected epistemic utility,
which depends on both the agent’s credence distribution and the epistemic utilities of those
credence functions. Greaves andWallace then prove that under certain conditions, the Rule
of Conditionalization is the unique update rule that maximizes expected epistemic utility.

There are some approaches to epistemic rationality that reject the need for any update rule
at all. For example, in Williamson , Jon Williamson defends a version of “Objective
Bayesianism” that features three synchronic constraints on a rational agent’s credences.
But instead of endorsing any update rule that constrains an agent to change his credences
in any particular way, Williamson instead argues that the three synchronic constraints
should just be applied to each new evidential situation that the agent finds herself in.
Thus, different evidential situations constrain an agent to have different credences, but not
because new evidence mandates a change in credences as such; rather, new evidence creates
a new evidential situation in which the three synchronic norms generate new synchronic
constraints.

29.4.2 Updating on De Se Information

On the traditional understanding, credences are interpreted as being assigned to uncentered
propositions, or propositions about what the world is like that reflect a “third-personal”
perspective; we then address both synchronic questions about how an agent should assign
his credences to various uncentered propositions, and also diachronic questions about
how he should update his credences in those uncentered propositions as he collects new
evidence. But in recent years, there has been considerable interest in the question of how
an agent should apportion and update the credences he assigns to centered propositions,
or propositions which reflect a “first-personal” perspective by being about the location or
identity of the believer of the proposition. It’s plausible that to know which uncentered
propositions are true isn’t always to know everything about your situation, since you might

 See Christensen  for one line of resistance to Diachronic Dutch Book Arguments.
 The seminal articles on centered possible worlds are Quine , Perry , Lewis , and

Stalnaker . The rebirth of interest in the topic began with Elga  and Lewis . For a general
discussion, see Mike Titelbaum’s article “Self-Locating Credences” in this volume (Titelbaum ).

Matthew Kotzen
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not know who or where or when you are in the possible world in which those uncentered
propositions are true. For instance, you might know that the actual world is one with
two beings in it, one who lives on the tallest mountain and one who lives on the coldest
mountain, and yet not know which being you are. And yet it seems that you might have
rational credences in each of these “centered” possibilities, so the question arises of what the
rational constraints on these credences are.

This question, and various answers to it, have been precisified in discussions of the
“Sleeping Beauty Problem.” In this case, Beauty is told on Sunday that she is about to
be put to sleep, and that a fair coin will be flipped (which she will not see). If the coin lands
heads, she will be awakened only on Monday. If the coin lands tails, she will be awakened
onMonday, then have her memory of theMonday waking erased, then be put back to sleep,
and then be awakened again on Tuesday. Later, she is awakened. Question: When she is
awakened, what should her credence be that the coin landed heads? Some philosophers
(“Halfers”) have defended the answer “one-half,” whereas others (“Thirders”) have defended
the answer “one-third.”WhenBeauty awakes, there are now two centerings of the tails-world
that Beauty regards to be possible (“The coin landed tails and it’s Monday” and “The coin
landed tails and it’s Tuesday”), and only one centering of the heads-world (“The coin landed
heads and it’sMonday”) that she regards to be possible. According to theHalfer position, this
is no reason for Beauty to increase her credence in the tails-world from 

 to

 (and hence no

reason to reduce her credence in the heads-world from 
 to 

 ). By contrast, the “Thirder”
position entails that Beauty should increase her credence in the tails-world in response to
the fact that she is now in a situation where there are two centerings that are compatible
with the tails-world (and where there is still only one centering that is compatible with the
heads-world).

29.5 The Requirement of Total Evidence
.............................................................................................................................................................................

The Requirement of Total Evidence (RTE) is plausibly interpreted to have both a synchronic
and a diachronic component, so it doesn’t fit completely naturally into either of the previous
two sections. The RTE enjoins us to always consider all of our evidence, rather than just
some incomplete part of it.The synchronic constraint generated by the RTE is the constraint
that the credences that a rational agent has any any time t should be the credences that are
justified by his total evidence at time t. Suppose, for instance, that it’s rational for you to
believe at t that any particular healthy person is unlikely to die in the next year, but that
healthy people who often skydive are likely to die in the next year. If you know that John is a
healthy skydiver, then your credence that John is going to die in the next year should have
the higher value justified by your total evidence which includes the fact that John skydives,
rather then the lower value that would be justified by the less-than-total evidence which
includes the fact that John is healthy but excludes the fact that John is a skydiver.

 This example comes from Lewis .
 See, e.g., Elga , Lewis , Dorr , Arntzenius , Hitchcock , andMeacham .
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The diachronic constraint imposed by the RTE is the constraint that your revisions of your
credences should be the ones that are justified by a consideration of your total new evidence,
rather than some partial component of it.This constraint is often discussed in the context of
the Rule of Conditionalization; the idea is that, when you acquire some new evidence, your
new credence in eachA should be your old conditional credence p(A|E), where E represents
a total statement of the new evidence that you’ve acquired. So, for instance, when you know
nothing about John and then learn that John is a healthy skydiver (and nothing more), your
new credence that John will die in the next year should be your old conditional credence
that John will die in the next year, conditional on his being a healthy skydiver (rather than
conditional only on his being healthy, or only on his being a skydiver). But the Requirement
of Total Evidence is in principle separable from the Rule of Conditionalization; even if some
other update rule is correct, we still might want to insist that rational agents use a total
statement of their new evidence as an input to that update rule.

Though the application of the RTE to the skydiver case is clear enough, there are some
cases where its applicability is less clear. Suppose that I’m trying to assess your ability to
throw a dart into the bullseye of a standard dartboard, and suppose that you hit point p
inside the bullseye. It’s at least somewhat natural to think that, when I update my beliefs
about your dart-throwing ability, what is relevant is just the fact that your dart hit some point
or other inside the bullseye, not that it was point p in particular that your dart hit. Similarly,
some approaches to statistics entail that, when some experimental outcome E is observed,
what is relevant is how likely it was that E or some outcome at least as extreme as E would
occur, according to the “null hypothesis” that is being tested. These approaches seem to
be in some tension with the RTE, since when we know that E occurred, “E occurred” is a
more complete statement of our evidence than “E or some outcome at least as extreme as E
occurred.”

29.6 Evidential Probability
.............................................................................................................................................................................

There are two distinct philosophical theories that go by the name “evidential probability,”
one due primarily to Henry Kyburg (Kyburg , Kyburg and Teng ) and one due to
Timothy Williamson (Williamson  and ).

Kyburg’s theory of evidential probability was based on the idea that probabilities should
be determined by relative frequencies. Evidential probability is a kind of conditional
probability; the evidential probability of a sentence χ is evaluated relative to a set
of sentences #δ , which represents background knowledge, including knowledge of the
proportions of objects satisfying various “reference class” predicates which also satisfy
various “target class” predicates. The evidential probability of χ given #δ , Prob(χ , #δ), is
interval-valued, in order to accommodate cases where#δ does not specify precise statistical
information about the proportion of objects satisfying some reference class predicate which
also satisfy the target class predicate. For example, suppose that that the proportion of red

 See Howson and Urbach  for an overview of “frequentist” approaches to statistical inference
which have this feature.
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balls in an urn is known only to be between  and  inclusive, and that ball b is
drawn from the urn. Then, #δ will include sentences expressing each of these facts, and
if we do not know anything further of relevance about b or the urn, then Prob(Red(b),
#δ)=[.,.]. (In a case where #δ specifies that precisely  of the balls in the urn are
red, Prob(Red(b), #δ)=[.,.].) Of course, an individual object might belong to several
different reference classes, each of whichmight contain a different proportion of individuals
satisfying a particular target class predicate; for example, a individualmight be both a ball in
the urn and also a plastic ball in the urn, and the known proportion of red balls among the
balls in the urnmight be different from the known proportion of red balls among the plastic
balls in the urn. This generates an instance of the “problem of the reference class,” which
Kyburg developed a procedure for solving. In the example above, Kyburg’s theory entails
that Prob(Red(b), #δ) is equal to the known proportion of red balls among the plastic balls
in the urn (rather than the known proportion of red balls among the balls in the urn, if this
proportion is different), since the known proportion of red balls among the plastic balls is
a more specific statistical statement. In addition to this “Specificity” principle, Kyburg also
defended principles of “Richness” and “Strength,” which can be used to solve reference class
problems in cases where Specificity alone doesn’t provide a unique solution.

In Williamson  and , Timothy Williamson developed a distinct notion of
evidential probability. To characterize evidential probabilities, Williamson assumes an
“initial probability distribution” P, which is a probability function in the sense articulated
in Section . above, and which measures “something like the intrinsic plausibility of
hypotheses prior to investigation; this notion of intrinsic plausibility can vary in extension
between contexts.” OnWilliamson’s view, the evidential probability ofH on total evidence
E is P(H|E); in other words, it is the conditional probability that the P function assigns to
H, conditional on E. Evidential probabilities are distinct from credences. On Williamson’s
understanding, the existence of an evidential probability for H, given E, of x does not
entail that anyone’s credence in H actually is x. After all, E might not in fact be anyone’s
total evidence; furthermore, present evidence might not count at all in favor of H, and
yet everyone might still be irrationally certain of H. Similarly, evidential probabilities
are distinct from objective physical chances or objective frequencies; a law of nature, for
instance, might have an objective physical chance of  even though present evidence tells
against its truth.

One consequence of this view is that any agent’s total evidence itself has evidential
probability  for her; P(E|E) =  whenever it is defined. In this sense, an agent’s total
evidence is certain for her. However, while the assumption that the agent updates only
by the Rule of Conditionalization entails that any proposition to which an agent attaches
credence  retains a credence of  forever, Williamson is interested to avoid the result that
a proposition that has evidential probability  for an agent at a time (such as the agent’s total
evidence at that time) must retain evidential probability  for her permanently. One reason

 See Wheeler and J. Williamson  for a complete discussion of Kyburg’s theory.
 Williamson , p. .
 Suppose that p(H) = . Since p(H|E) = p(H∧E)

p(E) and since p(H) =  entails that p(H∧E) = p(E), it

follows that p(H|E) = p(E)
p(E) = ; thus, an agent who updates only by the Rule of Conditionalization will

retain a credence of  in H, regardless of what evidence she acquires.

Matthew Kotzen
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for this is that an agent might forget some proposition; though it was certain for her at some
earlier time t, it is no longer certain for her at a later time t.

Let P be the initial probability distribution, let Eα be the the total evidence of someone
in situation α, and let Pα(H) be the evidential probability of H for someone in α. On
Williamson’s view, Pα(H) = P(H|Eα) = P(H ∧ Eα)/P(Eα), where P(Eα) > . This allows
the evidential probability of Eα to decrease from ; in situation α, the agent’s evidential
probability for Eα is , but if the agent forgets something and her situation changes from α
toα∗, thenEα∗neednot entailEα , so it is possible thatPα∗(Eα)<  even thoughPα(Eα)= .

Here are two questions that might reasonably be asked about Williamsonian evidential
probabilities. First: Do they assume the Uniqueness Thesis, according to which there is a
unique rational credence to assign to a given proposition on the basis of a fixed body of
total evidence? Though Williamson’s use of the construction “the evidential probability of
H on E” suggests that it might, it seems as though this assumption could be relaxed; if there
is range of rationally permissible responses to a particular body of evidence, it’s not obvious
that there is anything in Williamson’s theory that prevents the evidential probability of H
on E from taking on a range of values. Second: is something like the Principal Principle
(see Section .) supposed to hold for evidential probabilities? In other words, suppose that
X is the proposition that the evidential probability (rather than the objective chance) of A
on evidence E is x; is it plausible that the agent’s conditional probability for A on X and
E, p(A|X ∧ E), should be equal to x? Williamson doesn’t address this question explicitly,
but it seems quite plausible that he does understand evidential probabilities to obey this
principle; after all, evidential probability is supposed to correspond to an objective notion
of the probability conferred on some hypothesis by a given body of evidence, and so it seems
as though a rational agent should assign a conditional credence to A, conditional on E and
the information that the E confers an evidential probability of x onA, of x. Note that, unlike
the case of the original Principal Principle, there can’t be any such thing as inadmissible
evidence here; any evidence that an agent had would be part of E.

Williamson’s theory of evidential probability is very different from Kyburg’s; whereas
Kyburg was interested to derive evidential probabilities from statistical information alone,
Williamson’s theory applies to any body of total evidence. Both theories are also distinct
from Carnap’s theory of logical probabilities. Carnap’s theory deserves the name “logical
probability” because he thinks of probabilities as deriving from syntactic features of various
descriptions of the domain; this is not a feature of Williamson’s theory. In Carnap  he
assumes a domain of individuals and a number of monadic predicates that these individuals
may or may not satisfy. A state description is a maximally specific description which settles
whether or not each of the individuals in the domain satisfies each of the predicates under
consideration. State descriptions are then grouped into equivalence classes (called “structure
descriptions”) under relabelings of the individuals in the domain; for example, since the
state description which entails that a satisfies predicate F but that neither b nor c do can
be “relabeled” to form the state description according to which b satisfies F but neither a
nor c do, these two state descriptions belong to the same structure description (i.e., the
structure description which says that exactly one thing is F). According to Carnap’s theory,
equal probability should be assigned to each structure description, and the various state
descriptions that correspond to a particular structure description should be assigned an
equal share of the probability assigned to that structure description. Thus, homogeneous
state descriptions (such as “All of a, b, and c have F” or “None of a, b, or c has F”) get
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higher probabilities than non-homogeneous state descriptions (such as “a and b have F, but
cdoesn’t haveF”), since homogeneous structure descriptions are compatiblewith fewer state
descriptions than non-homogeneous structure descriptions are. One consequence of this,
for Carnap, is that the observation of an individual satisfying F constitutes evidence for the
homogeneous state description according to which everything is F. (Carnap later dropped
the assumption that there is one uniquely correct inductive method, and instead proposed
his “continuum of inductive methods,” each member of which corresponds to learning
from experience at a different “rate.” See Carnap  and b, and Sandy Zabell’s article
“Symmetry Arguments in Probability” () in this volume (Zabell ).)

What unites these three distinct theories is the goal of characterizing an objective notion
of probability that corresponds to how likely some hypothesis is on a given body of evidence,
even though each theory understands the nature of that “body of evidence” differently.

29.7 Sharp and FuzzyCredences
.............................................................................................................................................................................

As discussed in Section ., Probabilism entails that a rational agent’s credal state ismodeled
by a real-valued probability function. One worry that we might have about this feature of
Probabilism is that it seems psychologically unrealistic; it is hard to see what could make
it the case that my credence that (say) my dog will live past  years old is .,
rather than . or .. Also, it has struck some philosophers as implausible
that every set of total evidence E rationally mandates one particular credence function;
sometimes, evidence seems to be equivocal in away that fails to rationally constrain an agent
to have one particular credal state. One possible response would be to adopt a “permissive”
epistemology, according to which an agent with total evidence E is (at least sometimes)
rationally permitted to have any of multiple different credence functions. A different
response is to relax the requirement that a rational agent’s credal state bemodeled by a single
probability function, and to allow instead that an agent’s credal state be modeled by a set of
probability functions, called a Representor. If there is more than one probability function
in an agent’s Representor, and those functions assign different values to a propositionA, then
an agent’s credence inA can’t be expressed as a single value; rather, the agent’s credence inA
is represented as the set of all of the values that at least one of the functions in his Representor
assigns toA.Thus, on this view, my total evidencemight permit (or even require)me to have
a credence in the proposition that my dog will live past ten years old that is specified by the
range [.,.]. In such a situation, say that my credence in A is “fuzzy.”

Despite the appeal of fuzzy credences, there are some worries that we might have about
them. First, if it is psychologically unrealistic to think that I have a precise point-valued
credence in the proposition that my dog will live past ten years old, it seems equally

 Roger White explains this view in White , though he ultimately rejects it.
 For a more detailed summary of this sort of strategy, see Fabio Cozman’s article “Imprecise

Probabilities” in this volume (Cozman ).
 Various terms have been associated with this phenomenon. White  refers to such credences as

“mushy,” Joyce  as “indefinite,” van Fraassen  as “vague,” Levi  as “indeterminate,” Walley
 as “imprecise,” and Sturgeon  as “thick.”
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psychologically unrealistic to think that I have a fuzzy credence in that proposition that
is represented by precisely the interval [.,.], rather than the interval [.,.]
or [.,.]; thus, some sort of theory of “higher-order” fuzziness seems to
be required. Secondly, White  argues that there is a tension between the rational
permissibility of fuzzy credences and the Reflection principle (see Section .); he considers
a case where (on the assumption that fuzzy credences are rationally permissible) it seems
as though I’m certain that my credence in A will rationally be fuzzy in the future, and yet
where it’s implausible that my credence in A rationally should be fuzzy now. Thirdly, Elga
 argues that, regardless of his credence in H, any rational agent should be disposed to
accept at least one of the following bets:

Bet A: If H is true, you lose . Otherwise you win .
Bet B: If H is true, you win . Otherwise you lose .

But, Elga argues, an agent with a fuzzy credence inHmight be rationally permitted to reject
both bets; if the range of his credence inH is sufficiently spread out, his credence inH may
permit him to reject both Bet A and Bet B, and thereby forgo the guaranteed  that would
result from accepting both bets.

29.8 LikelihoodArguments
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Likelihood Arguments are arguments of a particular style that have been applied in various
places in epistemology. Likelihood Arguments proceed by appealing to the Likelihood
Principle, which says E supportsH overH just in caseHmakes E likelier thanH does.
Suppose, for instance, thatH is the proposition that the lottery is fair,H is the proposition
that the lottery is heavily rigged inMary’s favor, and E is the proposition that Mary wins the
lottery three times in a row.H seems tomake E quite unlikely; a fair lottery is very unlikely
to result in three wins in a row for anyone. But H looks to make E rather more likely; if
the lottery is heavily rigged in Mary’s favor, then it wouldn’t be at all surprising for Mary to
win three times. According to the Likelihood Principle, it follows that Mary’s three wins are
evidence for the hypothesis of rigging over the hypothesis of fairness.

The Fine-Tuning Argument is one instance of the Likelihood Argument strategy.
According to the Fine-Tuning Argument, if the fundamental constants of the universe were
set by chance or some other mindless natural process, it would have been very unlikely that
they would all just happen to take on values that are in the narrow “life-sustaining range”
and hence that can support life. By contrast, if the fundamental constants were set by
an Intelligent Designer who was interested in seeing to it that the universe is capable of
supporting life, then it would have been far more likely that the constants would take on
values in the life-sustaining range.Thus, according to the Likelihood Principle, the fact that

 White , pp. –.
 For a general philosophical overview of Fine-Tuning Arguments, see Leslie , Holder ,

Sober , and the essays in Manson . For a discussion of the physical details of Fine-Tuning
Arguments, see Barrow and Tipler , Collins , Holder  chapter , and Ellis section .. For
some objections to Fine-Tuning Arguments, see McGrew et al. , Narveson , and Sober .
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the actual constants have values in the life-sustaining range is evidence for the hypothesis
of Design over the hypothesis of Chance. Likelihood Arguments have also been applied to
the related question of whether the fact that the constants are life-sustaining is evidence
for the Multiple Universe Hypothesis, according to which there are many non-interacting
universes, each with its own set of fundamental constants. White  argues that it is not;
though the Multiple Universe Hypothesis does make it likelier than the Single Universe
Hypothesis makes it that there would be some life-friendly universe, it does not make it
likelier that our universe would be life-friendly. Bradley  andManson andThrush 
develop the opposite view.

29.9 Dogmatism
.............................................................................................................................................................................

In Pryor , James Pryor developed an influential account of perceptual justification that
he calls “dogmatism.” According to dogmatism, an agent’s perceptual experiences can give
him prima facie justification to believe the basic contents of those experiences, even if he
doesn’t have any “antecedent” justification to believe that his perceptual faculty is reliable,
or that he isn’t a brain-in-a-vat, etc.; all that is required, according to dogmatism, is that
the agent lack any antecedent justification to believe that such hypotheses are false. So,
according to dogmatism, even if I lack justification to believe (say) that I’m not a handless
brain-in-a-vat, an experience as of a hand in front ofme can giveme prima facie justification
to believe that I have hands; and if that prima facie justification is undefeated, then my
experience as of a hand can give me all-things-considered justification to believe that I have
hands.

Roger White has raised the following objection to dogmatism. Call the hypothesis
that I am a handless brain-in-a-vat being stimulated to have hand-experiences S, and call
the hypothesis that I have hands H. Suppose that, at t, I’m not justified in believing
¬S. According to dogmatism, as long as I’m also not justified at t in believing S, my
hand-experience E can justify me in believing H. Suppose that it does, and consider some
time, t, after I’ve had E, at which I’m justified in believing H. Since I know that H entails
¬S, and I’m justified at t in believing H, I should be able to competently deduce ¬S from
H, thereby becoming justified in believing ¬S at t too. But, White argues, this is quite
odd. The only thing that has happened between t and t is that I have had experience
E. But the proposition that I have E is entailed by S; if I am a handless brain-in-a-vat being
stimulated to have hand-experiences, then I am certain to have E. And,White continues, it’s
very implausible that an experience entailed by S can take me from a situation at t where I
amnot justified in believing¬S, to a situation at t where I am justified in believing¬S. After
all, S “said” thatEwould occur, so E’s occurrence can’t count against S by justifying a belief in
¬S. Oneway of supporting this point is by appealing to the LikelihoodPrinciple discussed in
Section . If S entails E, then Smakes Emaximally likely; but if (as the Likelihood Principle
entails) E is evidence for ¬S over S just in case ¬S makes E likelier than S does, then E
can’t be evidence for ¬S over S, since no hypothesis could make E any likelier than S does

 See White []. Stephen Schiffer makes a related, but distinct, objection in Schiffer .
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(and a fortiori ¬S can’t). But if E isn’t evidence for ¬S over S, then it is hard to see how I
could be justified in believing¬S at t, given that I wasn’t justified in believing¬S at t. But,
according to the dogmatist, this scenario is possible.

Various responses to White’s objection have been pursued. It has been generally agreed
that White’s objection is successful in demonstrating that dogmatism is incompatible with
a probabilistic model of credences, so the responses on behalf of dogmatism have placed
the blame for this incompatibility on that probabilistic model, rather than dogmatism.
Pryor himself has proposed a non-probabilistic framework for credences which is based on
Dempster-Shafer functions andwhich is designed to avoidWhite’s objection. Weatherson
 argues that White’s objection can be avoided by a “fuzzy” model of credences of the
sort discussed in Section .

29.10 Transmission
.............................................................................................................................................................................

In various places, CrispinWright,MartinDavies, James Pryor, and others have discussed the
question of whether various arguments exhibit the phenomenon of transmission-failure.
Consider some evidence E, a hypothesis H, and another hypothesis H, and suppose
that the relevant agent knows that H entails H. Wright argues that in some cases, E
provides an epistemic warrant for H and, in virtue of the fact that the agent knows that
H entails H, E thereby provides an epistemic warrant for H. In such cases, we say that
there is transmission-success. Wright [], [] thinks that the following case exhibits
transmission-success:

Zebra
E: My experience is as of a zebra in a pen in front of me.
H:There is a zebra in a pen in front of me.
H:There is an animal in a pen in front of me

In Zebra [], Wright claims, E can provide the agent with a warrant to believeH, which
can then “transmit” through the known entailment fromH toH, and thereby also provide
the agent with a warrant to believe H.

By contrast, Wright claims, some arguments exhibit transmission-failure. Consider:

Zebra*
E: My experience is as of a zebra in a pen in front of me.
H:There is a zebra in a pen in front of me.
H*: It is not the case that there is a mule cleverly disguised to look like a zebra in a pen in
front of me.

Wright argues that in Zebra*, even though E does provide a warrant for the agent to believe
H, and even though the agent knows thatH entailsH*, E does not provide a warrant for

 Pryor sets out this framework in [], and provides some further philosophical motivation for the
framework in []. For an excellent overview of Dempster-Shafer Theory, see Weisberg  section
.. and Weisberg [].

 Wright , Wright , Wright , Wright , Davies , Davies , Pryor , Pryor
, Pryor forthcoming.
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the agent to believeH*.The reason, Wright argues, is that in Zebra*, E provides a warrant
to believeH only because the subject already had independentwarrant to believeH*; thus,
E cannot provide any new warrant to believeH*. By contrast, in Zebra, since the warrant
that E provides the agent to believeH does not depend on her already having independent
warrant to believe H, the warrant that E provides for H is able to “transmit” through the
known entailment, and thereby provide the agent with warrant to believe H.

There have been a variety of attempts to translate Wright’s discussion—as well as his
strategy for distinguishing arguments exhibiting transmission-success from those exhibit-
ing transmission-failure—into probabilistic terms. One such attempt is due toOkasha .
In cases of transmission-failure, Okasha argues, background conditions make it such that
E does provide evidence for H on the assumption that H is true, so p(H|E ∧ H) >
p(H|H). But, since the evidence that E provides for H depends on the agent’s having
independent reason to believe H, background conditions make it such that E does not
provide evidence for H if we do not assume that H is true, so p(H|E) ≤ p(H). Okasha
then shows that, together with the assumption that H entails H, these conditions entail
that p(H|E) ≤ p(H); in other words, E does not provide any evidence for H.

Chandler  and Moretti  raise various objections to Okasha’s proposal, and
propose probabilistic reconstructions of their own of Wright’s argument. Other proposals
are developed in Kotzen  and Moretti and Piazza . Tucker  develops a view
which entails that Zebra* does exhibit transmission-success after all.
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